Robert Jay Glickman

The impact of terminological instability
on the efficacy of project implementation
The year was 1900. The dawn of a new century.
The place was Uruguay. And when the readers of
Montevideo’s weekly La Alborada (The Dawn)
opened one of the June issues, they found an article by
A. Gustavo Cornejo entitled “El léxico del modernismo’ (The lexicon of Modernism).1 That article
would amaze today’s students of transdisciplinarity
because of its currency.
Cosmopolitanism, it said, was the tendency of the
age. In the environment of that time, words no longer
had a distinct “nationality,” but, altered by the attire
and manners of foreign climes, they tended to acquire
new and expanded meanings. For Cornejo, that
terminological instability was a most positive trend, a
“beautiful transfiguring of ideas” which reflected a
massive development of the mind and greatly enriched
the language of literature.
Such terminological instability stemmed from the
fact that the era from 1885 to 1900 was one of rapid
scientific, industrial, and intellectual progress, and in it
everything seemed to be moving, changing, growing.
The linguistic phenomena Cornejo described, however,
were not unique. One hundred years earlier—an epoch
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of movement, change, and growth in the newly
forming United States—Thomas Paine asserted: “We
see with other eyes; we hear with other ears; and think
with other thoughts, than those we formerly used”.2
And in 1813, Thomas Jefferson called attention to the
fact that “New circumstances . . . call for new words,
new phrases, and for the transfer of old words to new
objects.” 3
Although we cannot disagree with the observations of Paine, Jefferson, and Cornejo, we must point
out that what those men of letters considered both
necessary and beneficial could be seen as counterproductive by the scientist, the physician, and the
constitutional lawyer. Members of these and similar
groups would have highlighted the comment of Patrick
Henry, who, as a vigorous advocate of states rights,
opposed ratification of the U.S. federal Constitution.
His objection rested on a matter of language and how it
would affect his state of Virginia. “The question
turns,” he declared, “on that poor little thing—the
expression . . . .”4 And the expression in this case
would have a profound impact on the product of
implementation: either a nation with a strong central
government or one in which each state would have the
right to act in a sovereign and independent manner.
One “poor little thing” we’d like to address here is
the expression knowledge. A great deal has been said
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about what types of knowledge exist: inherited,
experiential, intuitive, scientific, evidence-based,
target, formal, informal, craft, indigenous, local,
global, push, pull . . . . Enough to make the head spin!5
Whatever the case, knowledge is what we are
convinced is true. In this regard, it is the basis of our
actions and our inaction. Our conviction is derived
from sources such as personal experience, members of
our group, respected outside authorities, and our own
mental application or experimentation. No matter
where knowledge comes from, however, we tend to
want to share it. We do this through a process of
knowledge emission—literally "the sending out" of
knowledge.6
Other terms that are commonly used are
Knowledge Transfer, Knowledge Translation, Knowledge Management, and Knowledge Mobilization.
Although these terms are often treated as equivalents,
they do not really mean the same thing. Let us look at
the first of these, knowledge transfer.
Knowledge Transfer. Knowledge transfer is
nothing new. It was a reality in our remote Darwinian
past. It is a reality today. However, the first academic
examination of the phenomenon was undertaken in
1943 with an assessment of agricultural practices in the
United States, and intense scientific studies of it began
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only in the 1970s. Those studies focused primarily on
descriptions of how knowledge was shared among
groups with similar interests. Since then, the field of
inquiry has branched out from descriptions to complex
analyses of the nature of knowledge and its role in our
lives.
This evolution has greatly enriched our understanding of all aspects of knowledge. However, the
fragmentation of vocabulary associated with the term
has affected our collective understanding of how
different disciplines approach the creation, transfer,
reception, implementation, evaluation, and exchange
of knowledge.
In 1990, Gabriel Almond observed that the
divisions produced when groups of scholars chose to
sit at “separate tables”—i.e., in encapsulated
disciplines—promoted a loss of their ability to
collaborate in a productive way.7 Now, because we
live and work in an even more complex environment,
comprehension difficulties for recipients are also on
the rise. In view of this, as Almond suggested, it would
be useful to adopt common terminologies so that
individuals in different fields could fully comprehend
the work that others are doing in their own. Nowhere
is this more important than in project implementation.
And now a bit about etymology. The word
“transfer” is of Latin origin. It is composed of the
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prefix 'trans' [across] and the verb 'ferre' [to carry or
convey]. "Transfer" has two common meanings: The
first is to convey or pass something from one person,
group, place, or situation to another. For example, to
transfer the reins of power from group A to group B.
The second meaning is found in the world of
transportation. Here "transfer" means to move from
one vehicle (A) to another (B), usually with the help of
a strip of paper we call a "transfer."
If what passes from place to place is a person, an
object, or something seen as an object (like the “reins
of power”), it cannot occupy A and B at the same time.
However, if what is transferred is knowledge, the
situation is different. Like a faxed document,
knowledge can stay with the sender while it moves to a
designated recipient.8
This seems quite straightforward. However,
difficulties arise when speakers retain the term
"transfer" yet conceive of the process more broadly.
An example of the problem may be seen in the
definition of "research transfer" offered by the Alberta
Heritage Foundation for Medical Research. This
organization conceives of research transfer as "the art
and science of strategically communicating research
findings to decision-makers and creating systems
where they can effectively access, interpret and apply
research."9 Clearly, the latter portion of the
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Foundation's definition goes beyond the strict concept
of "transfer" and enters the realm of "utilization"—a
subject which will be addressed later.
Translation. This word is derived from
'translatus,' a union of the prefix 'trans' [across] and
'latus,' the irregular past participle of 'ferre' [to carry or
convey]—the same Latin sources that gave us transfer
in English. Etymologically, therefore, translation and
transfer are virtual equivalents.10
Over time, however, English usage has brought in
a second meaning for translation: namely, "a rendering
from one language to another."11 This is how Thomas
E. Backer uses it: "What is known about an innovation,” he says, “needs to be translated into language
that potential users can understand readily . . . ."12
Unfortunately, the concept of rendering an idea
from one language into another can lead to problems.
Perhaps the main one is that, for a variety of reasons,
the initiator of the message, the translator, and the
recipient do not always have a common understanding
and appreciation of the message or visualize it in the
same way.
Even more confusion can arise, however, when
the meaning of the word translation is extended
beyond its two basic definitions and applied to
subsequent points along the knowledge pathway.13
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This sense of the word is simply too broad.
In order to avoid the pitfalls of excessive scope,
we would limit the meaning of knowledge translation
and define it as the process by which transferred
knowledge is explained to recipients in such a way that
they can understand its possible utility for them.
Understanding, however, does not necessarily
mean that the transferred knowledge will actually be
used or that it will be used in the ways imagined by its
creators, for no matter how empirically determined and
how well explained, knowledge "is subjectively consumed—by both individuals and organizations . . . ."14
And, as will be seen in a moment, such subjective
consumption can have a profound effect on implementation.
Management. With the burgeoning of science and
technology in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries,
the amount of data, information, and knowledge in
existence in every field increased enormously. Toward
the end of the twentieth century, the term knowledge
management came into vogue as a means of referring
to the process of skillfully organizing, indexing, and
cross-referencing “material by subject, practice area
and other criteria to make it easy to find when
needed.”15 From this it is clear that knowledge
management is a key precursor to the mobilization of
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knowledge.
Mobilization. The verb "to mobilize" is derived
from the Latin word 'movëre' [to move]. Three
common definitions in English are: "to put into
movement or circulation”; "to assemble and make
ready for war duty"; and "to marshal (as resources) for
action."16 These definitions suggest that mobilization
means the marshalling and readying of specific
knowledge in such a way as to achieve a particular
purpose once it is moved.17 The Knowledge Quest
Institute of West Virginia, however, defines it as “the
process of creating value or a value stream through the
creation, assimilation, leveraging, sharing and application of focused knowledge to a bounded community.”18 Quite a different understanding of the term!
Reception of transferred knowledge. It is clear
from the above discussion that different people and
organizations tend to use the same terms with different
meanings. What complicates the situation even further,
though, is that many things can happen when knowledge is transferred, for knowledge is never received on
a tabula rasa. It can be discarded; it can be shelved for
possible use in the future; it can be utilized immediately by the recipient alone; it can be shared with
others; and so forth.
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With this in mind, those who wish to transfer
knowledge should strive to avoid communication
failure by providing themselves in advance of the
transfer with as much information as possible about
themselves, the knowledge they wish to transfer, and
the potential recipients of that transfer. For, as
Machiavelli warned, if you are transferring something
really new, you will likely face enormous difficulties
in your attempt to introduce your innovation.19
As a teacher, I know that much of the solution to
this problem rests with my ability to coordinate the
learning styles of my students with the teaching styles
that I employ.
And as an innovator intent on transferring new
ideas to others, I am aware that knowledge can be
packaged for transfer in a variety of ways. Indeed, Hari
Srinivas lists over 150 formats in which knowledge
can be packaged.20
However, I also realize that the successful
transfer of knowledge depends on much more than
packaging. It depends on a complex of factors, all of
which play a part in the transfer process. Among those
factors are:
• The careful selection of those chosen to
receive the knowledge.
• Familiarity with the environment in which the
knowledge is to be received.
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• Attention to the appropriateness of the
moment when the knowledge will arrive.
• Consideration of the suitability of the message
for the needs of the recipient.
• Certainty that the transferred knowledge will
be unique. (The recipient can respond in
various ways which inhibit use of the
knowledge that has been transferred. For
example, “Oh, that’s like what we’re doing
now.” “Oh, that’s too different from what
we’re doing now.” “Oh, we’ve seen something
like that before.”).
• And sensitivity to the traditions, practices,
values, policies, and fashions that are in place
when the knowledge arrives.
Fashion. Now you might ask what role fashion
plays in the process of knowledge transfer. Although,
we generally think of it as referring to clothing, fashion
is all pervasive in our lives.21
How does knowing this affect the way we should
transfer knowledge? Simply put, if we don’t move in
rhythm with the times and follow the fashions, our
efforts will be compromised. Therefore, let’s remember that, today, short is in. Focusing on recipient needs
is in. Transparency is in. And recipient participation
is in.
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But no matter what the time or what the fashion,
it’s always essential for the sender of a message to
speak the same language in the same way as the
recipient if effective implementation of a plan is to be
achieved. In fact, speaking the same language in the
same way as the recipient can help disprove Brian
Haig’s gloomy assertion that “a plan lasts until the
second it’s implemented.”22
To say implement means to execute a plan as it
was meant to be executed. It does not mean to “utilize”
the knowledge that has been transferred, for utilization
is simply a starting point for further use, possibly with
results quite different from those the original planners
had in mind.
An example of the difference between implementation and utilization would be the use of steam power
at the beginning of the 19th century. In 1807, Robert
Fulton designed a plan for applying steam power to
boats for transport on water. The result was the steam boat called “The Clermont.” Several years later,
George Stephenson also used the concept of steam
power. If he had just implemented Fulton’s design, he
would have simply produced another steamboat.
However, he did not. Instead, he utilized the concept of
steam-driven propulsion and produced a vehicle for
transport on land—the railroad locomotive.
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Whatever the case, in order to communicate
effectively with each other, we must speak the same
language in the same way. This suggests that today,
when everyone seems to be calling for greater freedom
of choice in almost every sphere, there is a need to
limit freedom of choice in language and establish “a
standing rule . . . common to everyone”23 who uses
speech to communicate. This is especially important in
government, science, and business. Standardization has
been the aim of language academies from the 16th
century to the present. By standardizing their national
tongues, these academies have strived to insure that
“the receiver of the information understands and
appreciates the message in essentially the same way as
the person who [sends] it.”24
Fortunately for transdisciplinary collaboration,
standardization is already being achieved within a
number of field specific, national, and international
organizations. Four examples are listed on your
outline.
Canada’s Termium Plus is of special interest.
First, because it is one of the world’s largest and most
user-friendly multilingual terminology databases. And
second, because it teaches how interested groups can
standardize terminology in their own field of endeavor.
Of particular value are Termium’s explanation of what
standardization is, as well as how to define a project,
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organize a project team, establish sound work methods,
reach consensus, and initiate the necessary followthrough to achieve the desired standards.
Academics and other professionals engaged in
transdisciplinary collaboration—especially those who
work across language lines—would do well to examine
the Termium Plus website, for information it contains
might raise their awareness of how standardization of
terminology can be attained and, through it, how the
possibilities for successful project implementation can
be increased.
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